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Abstract. In this work we study the pressure-dependent phase diagram of polyethylene (H2 C)x from 50
to 200 GPa. Low-symmetry, organic polymeric phases, that are dynamically stable and thermodynamically
competitive with elemental decomposition, are reported. Electronic structure calculations reveal that the
band gap of the lowest energy polymeric phase decreases from 5.5 to 4.5 eV in the 50–200 GPa range, but
metalization occurs only for pressures well above 500 GPa. The possibility of metalization via doping was
also investigated, observing that it can be achieved through boron substitution at carbon sites. We report
a sizable electron-phonon coupling (λ ' 0.79) in this metallic phase, with an estimated superconducting
transition temperature of about 35 K. However, a rather narrow domain of stability is found; most of the
dopant elements render the polymeric phases unstable and induce amorphization. This suggests that doping
under pressure, though presenting an alternative route to find high temperature superconductors, would
be challenging to achieve experimentally.

1 Introduction
High pressure is an exciting field that has evolved incredibly far since the pioneering work of Cailletet, Amagat
and Bridgman [1]. Back in those days the maximum pressure that could be applied to materials was merely one
giga-Pascal (GPa), and only primitive characterization
techniques were available. Nowadays, the record pressure
measures well above 500 GPa and an entire array of tools
and spectroscopies are at hand to characterize in situ the
response of materials under pressure [2,3].
A substantial amount of research in the field of
high pressure (post-Bridgman era) was triggered by the
tantalizing idea of metalizing hydrogen (Wigner and
Huntington [4] transition) which dates back to the mid
30’s. The metalization of hydrogen is seen as the holy-grail
of high pressure research, it has been a compelling subject
of great interest for many scientists ranging from experimental chemists and physicists to theoreticians, including
Prof. Gross. However, despite the great advancement of
high pressure techniques and tools, the metalization of
hydrogen has been elusive.
The landscape in the high-pressure field changed
drastically in 2004, when in his pioneering work Ashcroft
?
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suggested chemically precompressed materials as an
alternative route to decrease the tremendous pressure
necessary to metalize hydrogen [5]. Eremets et al. [6]
successfully proved the principle in 2008 by metalizing
silane (SiH2 ). Although subsequent studies attributed
these results to probable decomposition or the existence
of other stoichiometries [7–12], this work remains the first
solid evidence of chemically precompressed materials at
high pressure.
More recently the prediction of stable crystals of
H3 S [13] and their subsequent discovery by Drozdov
et al. [14] in 2015 broke all previous critical transition
temperature (TC ) records by requiring a mere –73◦ C
(∼200 K) for the onset of superconductivity. Although the
stable compositions and the superconducting properties
were predicted prior to the experiments, it is worth mentioning that the synthesis was carried out independently,
i.e. without the knowledge of the predictions of the stable
stoichiometries.
Sulfur-hydride is not an isolated example of conventional high-TC superconductivity at high pressures [15–19], H3 Se [20,21], and phosphine (PH3 ) have
been observed to superconduct at transition temperatures
as high as 100 K at 200 GPa [22,23]. Many other systems
have been theoretically proposed based on superhydrides,
reviving interest also in structural transformations of
individual elements and their tendency towards metallic
structures [24–28]. Many – if not all – of the structures under high pressure (HP) are metastable phases [29]
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(i.e. out of thermodynamic equilibrium). Consequently,
many of the HP phases cannot be recovered to ambient
conditions. This translates into one of the greatest challenges of using high pressure in practical applications [30].
Different strategies to aid stabilization of HP-materials
have been proposed, where a major role is played by the
precise control of thermodynamic conditions [25,28,31].
The lightest of all the elements deserves its own chapter. As mentioned before, hydrogen is predicted to become
metallic under high pressure [32], and is arguably the best
candidate for the first place in the race for room temperature superconductivity [33]. Its low mass results in
high-phonon frequencies and combined with the lack of
core electrons, that enables strong electron-phonon coupling to arise when covalent bonds are compressed [34,35].
However, hydrogen remains insulating at least up to
350 GPa [36–39]. Indeed, it is a heated debate [40] whether
the metalization can be reached at 400 GPa [41] or higher
pressures are necessary [42,43].
On the other hand, carbon – one of the hardest materials known to date – adopts the notorious F d3m cubic
crystal structure of diamond at high pressure. Despite the
variations in its electronic band gap [44,45], the structure remains insulating across the entire pressure range at
least up to 500 GPa. It is indeed, thanks to this material
that the high pressure field has flourished [46]: diamond
anvil cells (DAC) allow for controlled experiments reaching static pressures equivalent to those at the Earth’s
core ∼400 GPa (for comparison, 1 GPa is equivalent to
10 000 bar that is equivalent to 9869 atmospheres).
It is well understood, that compression of molecular systems at high pressure increases the electron-orbital overlap between neighboring atoms resulting in an increase of
the band dispersions consequently closing the electronic
band gap. Chemical precompression [5] is certainly one
promising route to reduce the metalization pressure on
insulating elements [47], but not the only one. Another
method to reach metalization is chemical doping under
pressure – a path previously used at ambient pressures to
render standard insulators superconducting [48–51]. This
approach was demonstrated for H2 O, one of the most
abundant and well-studied substances, theoretically showing that when doped with nitrogen via substitutional doping water could become superconducting with transition
temperatures as high as 60 K. This represents a promising
avenue that could be explored for high-TC candidates [52].
Thus, an entirely new playground emerges, in which pressure, metastability and controlled doping play a crucial,
yet intertwined role, the latter being the most challenging and complex to achieve experimentally. As a matter
of fact, doping is a complex procedure that not only relies
on the mere statics of the chemical system, but also the
complex dynamics of experimental synthesis. However, we
motivate the field by noting that in many classes of materials, such as pnictides [53,54], layered materials [55,56] and
unconventional superconductors, most of the interesting
phenomena only occurs at precise doping levels or through
tiny structural changes [57,58]. As such, doping under
pressure provides a novel axis for exploratory high pressure experiments, that in the near future are likely to lead
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to new high-TC candidates and among them, hopefully, a
room temperature superconductor.
All of the above fields, superconductivity under pressure [27,59], metallization and superconductivity in hydrogen [33], chemically precompressed hydrides [20,23],
layered materials and phase transformations under pressure [60,61], have been of great interest to Prof. Gross
throughout the years. Well before the discovery of H2 S,
he pointed us to the potential search space in this field.
We freshly remember the day after the H2 S (TC = 200 K)
news appeared in ArXiv; the day after we had a meeting to
discuss these results and decide on several lines of exploration. Among other systems and compositions, notably
H2 Se and H2 O, were discussed in the meeting. Although
a mentor only for a short period, Prof. Gross provided me
(J.A.F.-L.) with the opportunity to share great moments
in Halle and to climb a steep learning curve while hosted
in his group. We would like to dedicate this article to Prof.
Hardy Gross, for his 65th birthday.
This work investigates the structural stability of
polyethylene (H2 C)n under pressure. The questions we
want to address in this work were: is there a stable
polyethylene phase under pressure that can be doped?
if yes, is it superconducting? The work is organized as
follows, the first section encapsulates the results of crystal structure exploration and phase stability. Subsequent
sections follow the natural progression of discussing electronic properties, vibrational properties and analysis of
potential dopants.

2 Crystal structure and stability at high
pressure
The experimental evidence suggest that benzene (H6 C6 )n
decompose for pressures above ∼50 GPa [62,63]. In fact
it was demonstrated that for benzene irrespective of the
transformation of crystalline to an amorphous hydrogenated carbon the intermolecular C–C distance is always
the same (∼2.6 Å) [64]. This can also be seen as the
fact that molecular systems are unstable with respect
to saturated, four coordinated carbons at high pressure.
Therefore, under high compression, independently of benzene or ethylene groups the formation of polymeric phases
seems unavoidable [65,66]. We jump-start the work by
compressing (H2 C)2 – two molecules of ethylene – in a
periodic simulation box to pressures above 50 GPa.
We sample the enthalpy landscape with the minima
hopping method (MHM) [67,68], using the two formula
unit cells (H2 C)2 , for selected pressures in the range
of 50–200 GPa. This method has been successfully used
for global optimization of an ample number of materials [69,70] and was designed to thoroughly scan the
low-lying energy landscape of any compound. Within
this method, stable phases are identified by performing
short consecutive molecular dynamics escape steps, followed by local geometry relaxations. The enthalpy surface
is efficiently mapped by aligning the velocities in initial
molecular dynamics steps approximately along the softmode directions [71]. In this way, the Bell–Evans–Polanyi
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Fig. 1. Polymeric phases of polyethylene at high pressure. All structures have P1 symmetry. Top left: two distinct polymeric
lines depicted in orange (H6 C4 ) and blue (H2 C) and H2 molecules. Bottom left: doped phase of polyethylene with 12% boron.
Right bottom: two distinct polymeric lines of H2 C are depicted in yellow and blue without H2 components.

Fig. 2. Calculated formation enthalpy for H2 C as function
of pressure towards elemental decomposition (H2 + C). Small
simulation cells of (H2 C)2 are thermodynamically unstable in
the pressure range studied. Large simulation cells (H2 C)8 are
considerable more stable towards decomposition.

[72] principle is exploited to steer the search towards low
energy structures.
In Figure 1 different optimized polymeric structures
are shown. The summary of enthalpy of formation for
polymeric phases with respect to decomposition towards
elemental carbon and hydrogen is shown in Figure 2. First:
the structural searches conducted for (H2 C)2 (6 atoms
cell) provide a glimpse into the complexity of the system.
No stable structure, i.e. below the formation enthalpy of

decomposition (zero line in Fig. 2), was found. The lowest allotrope lies almost 1.7 eV above the stability line.
The structure, consistent of intercalated polymeric H2 C
(note the colored circle), is shown in the top right panel of
Figure 1 along two different directions. Second: the number of atoms considered, within the relatively small cell
(6 atoms), is not sufficient to conclusively rule out the possibility of thermodynamically stable polyethylene phases
at high pressure. However, the complexity of the global
minimum search increases exponentially with the number of atoms in the unit cell. The problem is no longer
tractable even for tens of atoms when density-functional
level of theory is used. To circumvent this issue in an efficient and timely manner, supercells of the local minima
(found with small cells) were created and subsequently
relaxed along soft-phonon directions. With this procedure,
a novel polymeric phase, that is thermodynamically stable against elemental decomposition, was identified. The
structural motif can be seen in Figure 1. Interestingly, the
new phase (top left panel marked (H2 C)8 at 200 GPa)
consists of two distinctive polymeric groups: polymerized cyclohexanes in “boat” configurations [73] (colored
in orange) and interconnected methylene groups (colored
in blue). The two units form a polymeric crystal with P1
symmetry, that lies considerably lower in the enthalpy plot
(see dashed black line in Fig. 2) than the small (H2 C)2
structure. A quick comparison with enthalpies computed
by Wen et al. [74] for predicted phases of polymeric benzene and layered graphane under pressure suggests that
our structure is enthalpically lower. While not exact, the
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of volume brings the two main polymeric groups closer
together, pushing out the H2 molecules due to repulsive
Coulomb interactions (dehydrogenating the polyethylene
at high pressure). The resulting rearrangements of the
structural motifs, following H2 removal, can be seen in the
bottom-right panel of Figure 1. At 200 GPa there is reduction in volume of 6 % by removing the H2 components, but
the overall C–H distance in the boats (polymeric lines)
and angles are preserved. The two distinct motifs are
now colored in orange “cyclohexanes” boat (see IUPAC
definition) and in blue “methylene” group.

3 Electronic structure: rise of metalization
and superconductivity

Fig. 3. Electronic band structure computed for polymeric
phases of polyethylene at different pressures. Polyethylene at
100 GPa is an insulator with a indirect band gap of 5 eV that
closes to 4.5 at 200 GPa. By removing the H2 components
in polyethylene the gap increases to 6 eV at 100 GPa. Boron
dope polyethylene and produces sufficient holes in the band
structure that shows a metallic behavior.

comparison is reasonable as the same Kohn–Sham functional (GGA-PBE) was used in their calculations and the
zero reference line was computed with respect to elemental
decomposition (carbon + hydrogen) into the same crystal
structures as used in our work (see Fig. 10 in Ref. [74]).
An additional notable feature of the new structure is
the H2 molecules occupying voids between the two polymeric groups present in the structural motif. Hence, a
logical question arises, what is the role played by the
H2 molecules in the whole system? Third: to address this
question the H2 components were removed from the lowenthalpy structure of polyethylene (H2 C)8 and a geometry
optimization was performed allowing all degrees of freedom to relax. The computed enthalpy is shown in Figure 2
marked by a dashed-dot blue line. At low pressures, the
stability is not strongly affected by the lack of H2 and
similar enthalpies are found when compared to polyethylene. Compressing the system further, however, results in
increased stabilization of the polymeric phase when H2
is removed. This is not a surprising outcome, one could
simply imagine that under compression the reduction

The electronic band structures calculated for the different
polymeric phases are summarized in Figure 3 (only two
pressure points are shown). Polyethylene at 100 GPa is
an insulator with a indirect band gap of 5 eV that closes
by 0.5 eV at 200 GPa. Assuming a linear dependence of
the band gap, pressures above 1 TPa (tera-Pascal) would
be necessary to fully close the gap. The novel phase
without H2 (marked as H14 C8 ) possesses a larger indirect
band gap of 6 eV at 100 GPa. Interestingly, the top of
the conduction band shows decreased dispersion when
compared to the conduction band of H16 C8 . This is due
to the increase in repulsive forces between the two main
polymeric chains, while in H16 C8 these are mediated via
H2 molecules. The gap closes to a similar value of 4.9 eV
at 200 GPa, but still an enormous pressure would be
necessary to metallize this system.
As was previously mentioned, a path to induce metallization in an otherwise insulating system is provided by
doping. In the case of H2 O, nitrogen was found to be the
only element that could hole dope the lattice of ice-X at
high pressure [52]. Following this idea, one could expect
boron to hole dope the system under consideration in this
work. Substitutions at different carbon-sites were tested
(full optimization of atoms and cell) and ranked energetically. We show the lowest enthalpy structural motif of
H16 BC7 at 200 GPa in the bottom left panel of Figure 1,
equivalent to 12 % boron doping. The electronic structure
is shown in the bottom panel of Figure 3, confirming our
suspicion that boron successfully hole-dopes polyethylene,
in the polymeric high-pressure phase, turning it metallic.
The color in the band structure plot shows the projected
Kohn–Sham states corresponding to boron (normalized to
the value of 0.2 for clarity), identifying the energy regions
in which boron states offer strong contributions. The occupation at the Fermi level N (EF ) is 0.65 states/eV/cell at
100 GPa and decreases to 0.5 states/eV/cell at 200 GPa.
The thermodynamic stability and the possibility of
metalization upon doping have been considered so far.
Another, essential step to consider is the structural stability of these phases, i.e. whether all phonon frequencies are
real. Figure 4 encompasses the computed phonon dispersions along different q-vectors in the irreducible zone of the
phases previously discussed. Three selected pressures are
shown: 50, 100 and 200 GPa, top row shows the phonon
dispersion of (H2 C)8 , middle row – H14 C8 and bottom row
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Fig. 4. Phonon band dispersion computed for polymeric phases of polyethylene as a function pressure. The polymeric structures
are stable in the range of pressure studied. H16 BC7 (doped) is stable for pressures above ∼170. In the contrary, H14 BC7 (doped)
is not stable and requires higher pressure for stabilization (not shown).

– H16 BC7 . The analysis of the phonon density of states
shows two distinct zones of vibrations: the high frequency
modes of purely hydrogen character and C-H vibrations
up to 250 meV. The non-doped cases are all dynamically
stable. The low pressure phases of H16 BC7 are dynamically unstable (imaginary phonon frequencies) along finite
q-vectors in the Brillouin zone (see arrows in Fig. 4).
We now turn to the discussion of superconducting properties in the doped system. It is well known that upon
doping covalently bonded system may show superconducting behavior, given that the doping level is sufficiently high
[51,75–79]. In addition to doping, compounds formed by
light elements such as carbon and hydrogen are particularly promising for superconductivity due to their light
masses, that correspond to high energy vibrational modes
leading to increased electron-phonon coupling.
Different theoretical methods for studying the effect
of doping on the superconducting properties are available. The simplest – a rigid shift of the Fermi level,
leaving both Kohn–Sham eigenvalues and eigenfunctions
unchanged, is computationally cheap. The drawbacks:
effects of structural relaxations on electronic states are
ignored and changes in the phonon spectrum induced by
excess charge and the formation of a Fermi surface are
not accounted for. An alternative approach is to alter
the electron number in the simulations. Extra electrons
are compensated by a uniform (jellium) background to
ensure charge neutrality. This method properly accounts
for metalization and lattice relaxations in the doped system and is physically similar to doping by an intense

electrostatic field [80]. A third approach to simulate chemical doping. A supercell of the host material is created,
allowing for site-substitutions with different elements, that
can create holes or serve as electron donors [81]. Chemical doping is complex and cumbersome to simulate as
it involves local structural relaxations of large supercells.
Furthermore, in order to find suitable elements different
doping locations, such as inequivalent site-substitutions,
interstitials, etc. has to be consider, before a prediction
can be attempted.
As the two proposed structures (H2 C)8 and H14 C8
are dynamically stable and boron substitution, as shown
in the previous section, leads to their metallization we
chose the third approach in our work, i.e. calculating the
superconducting properties in the chemically doped supercell H16 BC7 . It is worth mentioning, that motivated by
the observation of hole-doping induced by boron a further handful of elements were chosen and investigated as
dopants at low pressures. These results are shown and
discussed in Appendix A.
The electron-phonon spectral function α2 F (ω), as calculated within linear-response for the doped (H2 C)8 polymer, is shown for different pressure in Figure 5. In the plot,
frequency is shown in the abscissa and α2 F (ω) shown in
the ordinate; the system possesses a moderate electronphonon coupling (λ) calculated between 0.77 and 0.8
depending on the pressure. The first moments of the average phonon energy (ωlog ) are at 74 meV (860 K), 66 meV
(770 K) and 83 meV (963 K) for 180, 200 and 250 GPa,
respectively. The calculated transition temperature (TC )
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Fig. 5. El̇iashberg spectral function (colored areas) and integration curve of the electron-phonon coupling constant λ(ω)
(solid line) for boron hole-doped (H2 C)8 (12 %) in the polymeric phase as a function of pressure. transition temperature
of superconductivity are predicted for the system to range
between 35 and 45 K.

is non-negligible and oscillates between values of 35 and
42 K in the range between 180 and 250 GPa. This estimation is calculated with McMillan parametrization [82]
and a standard value (µ∗ = 0.1) for the Coulomb pseudopotential is assumed [83,84]. It is possible that the
µ∗ = 0.1 assumption becomes inapplicable in the high
pressure regime. Yet, further assessments of the exact
value of the Coulomb pseudopotential on polymeric – low
dimensional systems – are difficult to make. If instead, a
very strong Coulomb repulsion parameter was chosen, in
principle, the superconducting phase could vanish completely. While using values of 0.2 for µ∗ , reduces the TC
by roughly a half: 15 K at 180 GPa and 200 GPa and 17 K
at 250 K. These would, nevertheless, be well measurable
values of TC .
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well documented. Indeed, it was recently shown that the
ambient structural properties of polyethylene can be fully
recovered after sequential compression/decompression
cycles, indicating that polymers were structurally and
chemically stable at least up to 50 GPa [88].
No experimental or theoretical work reporting on the
high pressure domain above 50 GPa exists. Interestingly,
the two polymeric structures predicted in this work are
considerably lower in enthalpy than those studied by
Fontana et al. [87] (P nam, A2/m and P21 /m phases at
40 GPa) and the same two phases (H2 C)8 and H14 C8 are
comparable (or lower) in enthalpy than benzene polymorphs and graphane phases at the same pressures [74].
In this context, we call for experimental studies at
pressures above 50 GPa to verify our findings: is the
predicted polymeric phase the product of compressed
polyethylene/benzene? Our theoretical calculations point
towards a low-symmetry phase comprised of H6 C4 and
H2 C groups stabilized by interstitial H2 molecules, while
further compression may result in the release of the H2
from the main host.
Metalization of polyethylene by boron doping was
investigated in the study. The range of stability identified
for the boron doped (H16 BC7 ) phase is relatively narrow.
Dynamical stability is observed in the 170 GPa to 250 GPa
range, while enthalpically elemental decomposition is
favored above 200 GPa. This limits the range of stability
and possible synthesis to ∼30 GPa window. How can
doping be achieved at high pressure? This question is of
complex nature and non-trivial to address even for the
most experienced high-pressure experimentalists. One
could hypothesize a laser-heating aided decomposition of
molecules that releases agents (doping elements) which
target native vacancies or incorporate as interstitials at
high pressure. A somewhat “simpler problem” should
then be addressed: how can control over vacancies, or
formation of native defects, be achieved under high
pressure? The evolution of crystalline defects under
pressure is a field with many open questions that still
remains poorly studied.
In conclusion, we two crystalline structures of polyethylene occurring at pressures above 50 GPa were predicted.
These phases are likely to be accessible by experimental methods for verification. Finally, we have also shown
the possibility of inducing metallicity and superconductivity with a TC of ∼35 K by doping the insulating
organic-polymeric polyethylene under pressure.

4 Discussion

5 Computational methods

Among polymers, polyethylene is by far the most common and widely produced [85]. Low-density polyethylene,
for instance, can be obtained by compressing the ordered
crystal phase of ethylene at room temperature above
3 GPa with a continuous-wave laser uses as an optical
catalyst [65]. Highly crystalline polymers can be similarly obtained. For pressures up to ∼40 GPa, polyethylene
has been subject to detailed experimental [85,86] and
theoretical studies [87]. The structural sequence of transformations of polyethylene at relatively low pressures is

Energy, atomic forces and stresses were evaluated at
the density functional theory level with the Perdew–
Burke–Erzernhof (PBE) [89] parametrization of the
exchange-correlation functional. A plane wave basis-set
cutoff energy of 900 eV was used to expand the wavefunction together with the projector augmented wave
(PAW) method, as implemented in the Vienna Ab Initio
Simulation Package vasp [90]. Reciprocal space k-grids
were generated with the Monhorst–Pack method with
spacing of 0.3. Supercell structures were constructed using
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cif2cell code [91]. Geometry relaxations were performed
with tight parameters such that the forces acting on the
atoms were below 2 meV/Å and the stresses were less than
0.1 eV/Å3 .
The phonon spectra and the electron-phonon matrix
elements were calculated with density functional perturbation theory [92,93], as implemented in the plane-wave
based code abinit [94]. Core atomic states were described
in the norm-conserving pseudo-potential approximation;
valence state were described by a plane-wave basis set with
an energy cutoff of 1100 eV.
For electron-phonon matrix calculations regular
Γ -centered k = 8 × 8 × 8 and q = 4 × 4 × 4 meshes
were used. The electron-phonon coupling at the Fermi
energy is described in the isotropic approximation by the
Eliashberg spectral functions [83], defined as:
α2 F (ω) =

1 X
|gk,k+q,ν |2 δ(k )δ(k+q )δ(ω − ωq,ν ),
NEF
kq,ν

(1)
where NEF is the DOS at the Fermi level, ωq,ν is
the phonon frequency of mode ν at wavevector q and
|gk,k+q,ν | is the electron-phonon matrix element between
two electronic states with momenta k and k + q. All
computed α2 F (ω) are collected in Figure 5. Anisotropy
effects have been estimated to be irrelevant in the calculation of TC and are neglected in this work. Two
significant moments of the Eliashberg function λ and ωlog ,
defined as:
Z 2
α F (ω)
λ=2
dω,
(2)
ω
 Z

2
ln (ω)
ωlog = exp
α2 F (ω)
dω ,
(3)
λ
ω
express, respectively, the electron-phonon coupling and
the effective phononic energy.
Finally, the reference structures for solid hydrogen were
taken from reference [95] and are P 63 m (0–120 GPa)
and C2/c (120–200 GPa). Cubic structure of diamond
F d − 3m is the most stable allotrope in the 50–200 GPa
range. These structure were used to calculate the zero line
for elemental decomposition.
The authors acknowledge the hospitality of the cini-II meeting held in Cala Sinzias, where part of this work was written.
The authors would like to thank Dr. Daniele Tomerini for helpful ideas and insightful discussion into the chemistry of these
systems. Without the vast computational resources under the
project s752 from the Swiss National Supercomputing Center
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Appendix A
Ten different elements (Li, Be, Na, B, N, Al, Si, Ga,
P, S) were tested as possible substitutional dopants at
the carbon site. The study was conducted at low pressure (50 GPa) for a single carbon site belonging to the
main polymeric chain of H6 C4 (shown in orange in Fig. 1).
In this pre-screening step we were interested only in elements that do not strongly disrupt the local environment
(i.e. modify the polymeric chains). Figure A.1 shows the
elements which we found to preserve the overall structural motif of polyethylene. The elements (Li, Na, Be, Al,
P) that are not shown significantly alter the structure of
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polyethylene and produce dimerization of the polymeric
chains that suggests amorphization.
Interestingly, nitrogen substitution induces a distortion,
that leads to the formation of H2 chains along the polymeric lines. This resembles the linear chains of hydrogen
seen in H3 S and may be an interesting avenue to explore in
the future. Silicon, since it is isoelectronic to carbon, does
not dope the system. However, volume effects result in a
drastic reduction of the electronic gap from 6 to 2.5 eV.
Sulfur and gallium lead to volume expansion and produce
strong hybridization in the electronic bands, that heavily modify the electronic structure. The highly dispersive
band found below the Fermi level (0 to –5 eV) with N, S
and Ga doping, arises from the H2 molecule/chain states.
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